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This pattern is worked in a spiral until large enough but I have written the instructions for 7 
rounds using double knit cotton and a 3mm hook. This makes a nice sized pouch for wearing 
around neck or hanging around home or altar and is big enough to accept a medium size 
tumbled stone, paper sigil, herbs and other assorted small curios. You could, in theory, use 
any size yarn and continue increasing to create a pouch of any size but regardless of the 
yarn you use I recommend using a hook at least one size smaller than recommended to 
ensure a tight tension to ensure integrity of content.  

 
Stitches Used  

MC - magic circle (aka magic ring) 
Ss- slip stitch 
Sc - single crochet 

Increase - 2sc in the same stitch 
Fsc - foundationless single crochet 

 
Make 2 
 

Round 1 MC and sc 6 times do not join. (6) 
 

R2 increase x6 (12) 
 

R3 Sc, increase (18) 
  

R4 2sc, increase (24) 
 

R5 3sc, increase (30)  
 

R6 4sc, increase (36)  
 

R7 5sc, increase (42) ss in the next stitch. 
 

Fasten off and sew in ends.  
 
Put the two sides wrong sides together and using contrasting colour sc around the outer 
edge leaving at least 10 un-worked stitches but do not tie off. Work each side separately sc 
around evenly and ss to join. I tend to put a sc into the top of the first stitch of the joining 
round to close everything off neatly. If you want a heavier chain for the pouch to fasten off 
here, sew in the ends and skip the drawstring instructions.  
 
To create a drawstring continue a second round for the next. 
Ch1 and sc into the same stitch. (Ch1, skip a stitch, sc) evenly around and ch1 and ss into 
the top of the first sc to end. Fasten off 
 
Crochet a chain long enough to go around the neck and tie off, leaving enough length to 
allow for sewing through the drawstring and the ends together if desired. You can thread it 
all the way around or just the front, which is my preference as it is sufficiently sealed but lies 
flat.  
 
**  
For a heavier chain with right side facing attach the contrasting thread (leaving enough free 
for sewing) to one corner of the pouch neck to allow you to fsc chain to the appropriate 
length. When done fasten with enough length for sewing and attach to the opposite side of 
the pouch neck securely.  You can either leave the pouch open or add a button or ties to 
give it some even of security.  
 

https://knotmagick101.wordpress.com/2019/06/09/wax-sealed-sigil-spell-charm-how-to/

